
Chairman’s Corner January 2017 

Happy New Year to all our members! Last month 

was the Jokathon, and once again we all met for a 

wonderful Christmas lunch in the La Rive restaurant of the 

Apollo Hotel to decide the biggest CADS joker. It started 

slowly, with the protagonists getting a feel for the very flat 

acoustics of the room: – – – Speak up Louise! – – – What 

was that punchline Mike? 

Then René broke the ice with his infamous parrot 

joke, and we were off! Both René and Dee surprised us 

with a quick succession of jokes, as did the interjections of 

Mark C and John Graham, and the ever popular riddles, 

double entendres and jokes from Louise. The volume, pace and atmosphere built up until the 

whole audience was groaning, laughing and rattling the tables. 

In the end it was Scott Anderson who won through, with perfectly timed contributions about 

Belgians who use dimes to make telephone calls, ladies who get their legs tattooed, and the 

suggestion that silver is better than gold when it comes to certain types of product. Well done 

Scott! You get to keep the fabulous Jokathon trophy for a year, and a copy of ‘the Snowgirl’. We 

look forward to your defending it next time  🙂 

We ended the event with a raffle by Mike Hayes’ for 

cancer charity, which raised a fantastic 350+ Euros, plus several 

promises to transfer funds via the bank. Thank you to John 

Milhado, and to all the others who donated. If you still want to 

contribute or download Mike’s song, click here. 

 The Jokathon was preceded by the fantastic Christmas 

Ball at the Olof Chapel, where we enjoyed a night of Glitz and 

Glam. Chris Naylor, Head Chef at Restaurant Vermeer, sprinkled 

his Michelin star magic over the menu developed for us. Then we 

danced the night away to the accompaniment of The Bowkers, a 

British band. The Ball raised 3,500 Euros for the Amsterdam 

Voedselbank, which enabled many homeless people to have a 

special Christmas holiday as well! 

2017 promises to be less stable than 2016, which will bring opportunities and threats. To 

prepare you for it, and for the crowning of Emperor Trump in Washington, we are holding the first 

CADS meeting of the year on Friday Jan 20th at the 1e Klas restaurant at Amsterdam Central. 

Meet at 1900 in the bar to say farewell to the Obamas and hello to Trump… Bring your partner or 

a friend, and let’s celebrate the new year in style! 

 

 

http://www.mpjh.nl/snow/

